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This unit was created with
this guy in mind.  He has

autism and an intellectual
disability.  He is a non-

reader, and needs a lot help
managing his money and
following a budget. With

some support he is able to
do this unit, and enjoys the

challenge.   He is my tester!!



This unit contains 50 pages of
material.  It includes 10
scenarios at 2 different

learning levels for students to
practice making and evaluating

a budget through the use of
guided questions.



First, students will read 5 different
scenarios about a person trying to
make a budget and answer some
questions about the budget that
person made given different earning
and living circumstances.

There are 2 versions, one uses
pictures for students who need more
support.



First, students will read a
scenario.



Then students will answer
a set of questions about
how that person set up
their budget by filling in
these 3 worksheets.



For students who need more support,
the scenario uses pictures showing
how that person set up their budget.
Tokens are also used rather than
dollar amounts. They are still
answering the same questions but
there are fewer words and more
pictures used.



Then students will answer
a set of questions about
how that person set up
their budget by filling in
these 3 worksheets that
uses tokens.



Next, students will read 5
different scenarios
following the same people
who will now evaluate their
budget given a typical week
of expenses.  Again, there
are 2 versions provided.



First, students will read a
scenario looking at a
budget compared to a
typical week of expenses.



Then students will answer
a set of questions about
how that person set up
their budget by filling in
these 3 worksheets.



For students who need more
support, the scenario uses
pictures and tokens. They are
still answering the same
questions but there are fewer
words and more pictures used.



Then students will answer
a set of questions about
how that person did with
their budget using tokens
rather than actual dollar
values.



Answer keys for all the
scenarios (both versions) are

included.



These practice worksheets
pair perfectly with my
complete budgeting unit,
which you can get in this
bundle and save 20%.


